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Improving the bottom line in manufacturing

Improving the bottom line in manufacturing will be a series of articles sharing the experiences
of Assess Improve Measure Ltd over the last 20 years in this market.

Edinburgh (PRWEB UK) 27 June 2012 -- Whilst working closely with manufacturing companies over the last
20 years, six key areas have been identified that directly impact on the bottom line. During the course of the
next few months these experiences will be shared via a series of articles.

Each release will discuss a particular challenge and briefly shares the experience of the best method to address
the issue. The list is not exhaustive, so if an article for a particular challenge is not included, then feel free to
contact AIM for future inclusion.

The series will address the following topics:

Culture, vision and values: Part one: Leadership Development
Maximising human capital: Part one: Employee engagement
Sales: Part one: Managing existing customers
Sales: Part two: Winning new business

Communications Strategy: Part one: Service Level Agreements –managing internal supply chains
Controlling Waste: Part one: Lean through-out the business
Managing Risk: Part one: Measuring your risk appetite

Glyn Jenks, Director of Assess Improve Measure Ltd commented, “This series not only looks at how to
improve operating practices in the various key areas of the business but also how to consider the touch points
between each area to achieve ‘World Class’ status.”

The first article in the series; Sales part one, Managing Existing Customers, will be released later this month.
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Contact Information
John Sanders
Peoplewwware Ltd
http://www.peoplewwware.com
07813 946112

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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